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After a short review of the available standard Methods in the reliability 
field like Boolean algebra for fault tree and the seal-regeneration theory 
for Markov, this paper shows how the BIAF code hased on state description 
of a system and simulation technique can solve many problems. It also 
shows how the use of Importance sampling and biasing techniques allows 
us to deal with the rare event problem. 

1 . INTRODUCTION - -
To compute reliability and availability, a system can be described either in terms of Its 
components (fault-tree model), or in terms of all i ts states (Markov method). The usual codes 
associated with these descriptions assume simple hypotheses. For instance, for system with 
stand-by ccnponents, the Markov nodeI impose constant failure and repair rates. In real l i fe 
the situation is usually far more complex. To take account of new situations and to get more 
information, only -re simulation method can be used. 

For all these reasons we have develooped a ccmcuter code 3IAF based on state description of 
the system and using simulation methodology, that is for each stats the time to next state is 
selected at rancca according, to given prooability laws, biasing techniques are used to improve 
statistics on several states of the system. 

In this communication we develop first what results can be expected from the usual models, then 
how a state simulation method is constructed and wny, and how biasing techniques can be used. ' 
The application to a fictitious power supply, with delays, shows how the method works. 

To conclude.the importance of such a method In order to solve many prjbleras of interest like 
study of complex systems with delays or accidental sequences, is emphasized. 

2. 3RIEF 3EV:;W C" STA.'lCiRO .••TT-iCgS 

Boolean alçaara which (s aie mathematical basis in the fault-tree method and regeneration theory 
which is the •nathmnatieal oasis in ;h# so-called ''arkcv method are quite standard tsciniaues 
widely used in r«lia£>11 ity and availability calculation. Seme people are st111 develcpping 
mathematical ascects of these methods in order to treat ne1.» arooleffs. For instance scce recant 
works by Wcrrel et a l . ( l ) sn pr*me inplicants for -cn-conersnt systems are deveioscec. Also 
the stucy of a new stccnastic process vas used by <erorat (2) to improve our knowledge on 
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failure distribution during mission time. But even these new works need crude assumptions and 
a lot of problems remain. We give below the essential of boolean and "markov" methods. Sy 
pointing out their strength but also their limits, we show the interest of Monte Carlo methods. 

2.1. Fault-tree metiods 

Boolean algebra (Fault-tree techniques) is able to compute the system availability and 
reliability when each component exists in only two states (failed or running. ) . 
The system docs not need to be s-coherent but the components have to be independent in 
order to get an exact answer. If the components are dependent, more precisely associated, 
see Barlow and ?roschan(. , we can compute only boundaries for availability or reliability. 

But to use the fault-tree method the system description with i ts components Is necessary. 
Sometimes the state description of the system is more useful. Particularly,for repairable 
systems, the semi -regenerative processes have larger applications. 

2.2. Markov methods 

The process studied here is that of the states of the system, noted in the following 
f *(y?; t ea*) . The state at time t , y ( Is defined by the situation of erch component. 
For instance in figure Uall the different possible states of a two components system 
are described, assuming no conston modes. Of course, i f one (or several) component is in 
stand-by we get another description. The stochastic process v is a time homogeneous 
semi-markov process if the probability of jumping from state 1 to state j within A? is a 
function of i , j and &? only (and not of the number of the jump in state i) ; the future 
of the process may depend jf its past given the present, provided this present is not a 
time of jump, that Is a time of entrance in a new state- Quite general laws of transition, 
that is non exponential laws can be considered. For such systems markov renewal theory 
supplies a lot of results bet they are usually not usable. 

In the simple case, where the process M s a time homogeneous narkov one (transition laws 
are exponential), we get from the theory more workable results. The matrix system (3) 
(P- ( i . j ) • e*('«J'*j , wnere A is the generator of Y, is well Known. Other formulae 
about time stay, probability of a first v is i t in a given state, are also supplied by 
the theory. But time is assumed Infinite. 

In our studies about nuclear safety problems, such statistics are essential. But we are 
concerned with a finite mission time T. That is why, even in the case where transition law? 
are exponential sampling methods seem necessary. 

2.3. Monte Carlo aetnods 

The Monte Carlo.methods seem to have been applied to systems described by fault trees, see 
Takur and K1ora(4-), Lanore and Kaili (5), Kumarooto et al (6). They allow to treat many 
evolution schemes Hke orders, maintenance. 3ut to cet statistics like time stay in cri
tical states, proOabiHty of remaining in a state a too longer tiire, the component by 
component system representation doesn't seem vtry adequate. Besides, these statistics are 
.those of rare events, accelerated simulations must Se used. The fault-tree (I .e . the 
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representation of the system component by component)' isn't easy to find the best 
change of probabilities. A state by state representation s e e » to be better 

to obtain "good" estimators. It 1s a problem which begins to be studied, see Kumanoto et 
al (7). The 3IAF code which we will describe in the following section is a valuable tool 
In these respects. 

3. STATE SIWIATTON METHOD - 3IAF COPE 

3.1. General description 

As already said, the system 1s described by all Its states. Same states are transirent, 
tout «cans the system can't stay in such states. Others are absorbing that means the 
system can't be repaired after a critical tie* 

All the possible transitions are read for each state, including the type of the laws and 
their parameters, he can think of a more automatically construction of the graph by using 
Kronecker algebra... In the following, for exponential laws the constant transition 
paraneter from state 1 to state j will be noted Â  <• When all the reliability rates 
going out of a state are constant, we use the exponential laws properties to simulate 
sojourn-tine In the new state and so reduce the number of trials . When non exponential 
laws are concerned, the trials are more nunerous since sojourn time In a given state 
depends on the next state to be entered. 

The system behaviour on a time-mission T is simulated many times. Each simulation 1s 
Stopped when time T is reached or the system falls in an absorbing state or In < pseudo 
absorbing state and stay longer than the critical time AS. The evaluations given by a 
simple counting procedure are unbiased. 

Such a simulation method 1s, of course, able to deal with stand-by components but 1t 
allows us to treat far more complex situations such as delays, state with critical time, 
maintenance problems, orders, and physical state evolution. Oelays can OwCur for several 
reasons : operator Intervention, non Instantaneous comoonent start-up Often the 
system 1s in a critical situation only after a certain time û'S , such states are called 
pseudo-absorbing. If the system 1s out of order because of maintenance problems, this 
situation is not easy to handle with standard theories. 3y physical state evolutions we 
mean the Influence on the failure or repair rate of the physical situation at time t . 

3.2. Applications to rare events 

As we are currently studying nuclear safsty problems, we deal with rare events. For such 
studies the number of histories necessary to get good estimators is too large, so we 
must use weighting and biasing techniques, tf n histories are simulated and if n 
contribute to a result.an estimator of the variance is n * " c . If the studied event 
has a probability of 10"8, we need at least 13 histories to nave the result with a 10 * 
accuracy. To avoid a prohibitive computing time several variance reduction methods can 
be used. 
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3.3. Variance reduction methods 

In the following we describe two methods. The f i r s t is an importance sampling technique ; 
i t consists in emphasizing the histories which appear to be interesting during the simula
tion course. The second is a biasing method : we favour a priori the interesting histories 
by simulating under probability laws different from the natural ones, called biased laws. 
To solve this problem of rapid simulation, we expect great possibilities from the large 
deviation theory. I t has many developments. In some situations i t gives the best biised 
probability when particular statistics are concerned. 

3 .3 .1 . Importance sampling method : splitting and Russian roulette 

This technique replaces at time t 0 an interesting history jy N ones which are independent 
after t 0 but have the sane past. That means they are correlated. Let p be the history 
weight at time t g , each of the M histories wil l continue with weight £ . To know i f a 
history is interesting we do importance sampling, i . e . we attribute to each state g 
an importance Iq . The f i rs t state has I . - I . For a history entering q state at time t 0 

with weight p and going out at time t . towards state s we do the following according to 
fa the value of r » •»* : 

i f r is an integer we continue r histories with weight £ 
i f r is a real greater than I and n its integer part. We continue n histories of 

weight £ with probabilities n+l-r and n+l histories of weight 

•JJ£J with probabilities r - n. 

if r Is a real less than 1 , the history is kll lnd with probability l - r , i t continue 
with weight p with probability r. 

All hlsturies arrive fn state i with about the same weight — . I t is obvious that the 
choice of the importance I is crucial in such a method. 

The main diff iculty of thic method is the evaluation of the resulting variance, V» 
histories being correlated. 3ut i t great interest lies in the fact i t can be used in the 
general case, without making any assumption about parameter laws. 

3.3.2. A biasing method 

We descrite a biasing technique when all the transition laws are exponential. A critical 
state has been privileged- and qur aim is to get a greac number of histories in this 
state with a same weight we can calculate. Selow we consider the system has nt states, 
numbered from 1 to nt, T 1s the mission time and i t the privileged state. 

The trials i n made following a set of biased values (*i,j)< j. For any given state i, 
nt . f nt 

S L ' t7[0.Tl Y t 

is the sample space and we note P the natural probability, P* the one induced by the 
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family (\* . )• X is the random variable cjual to I i f the history visits a first tine 
the state nt and 0 otherwise. We design by £ the set of all the paths ending at nt. 
An element C of o is defined by a sequence ( ej} («. » nt). Finally we note Ti the 
sojourn tie* 1n state 1. The searched weight is J 

MW)_ £. 'l&W £ 1̂,eiH/Aei w : 
r-(x-i)- y ; p * (£T e i i T) TT X V . M / A . 1 

fTi eiÉC • * « 
" v nt 

Due to this formuja. i t is interesting to introduce the unknown {ai l 1 m l and to Took 
for biased parameters having the form \*. » i i v „ , such that the system below is 
verified. 

nt 
*1 .1 *1 *» t . £ \i ( l - S - ) - O 

But this systtm has obviously only the solution : (a1 • aj V l , V j ) , that Is the natural 
game. But I f we Impose ~ , we can get the family { aj} "*'* by solving 

n t * * > 2 

V 1 , 2 £ 1 £ n t - l , Ç ^ d ( l - i f - ) - 0. 

This solution implies that, for any given 1, 1 ^ 2, T1 has the same law under P and ?*. 
Moreover if a2 is close enough to al (condition Cl), T\ has the same property and formula 
(1) becomes g - J L . (2) 

The closer *2. 1 s t° *i a n d 0 l e smaller 1s the number of returns in state 1. the better 
the approximation is. In such a case for n simulation histories and nc contributing to 
state nt, the estimation £ of p (first visit probability In state nt) is very closed to 

n. q 
. with a variance of c . This solution is exact i f all histories have the same 
" • nnc 

Might but i t is a good approximation when the weights of the different contributions are 
not too different. Ltt us consider the particular estimator of the first visit prooaoillty 
of state nt. If condition (Ci) had not to be taken into account we should deduce from 
formulae (1) and (2) that the optimal game would be with a * . p . A single simulation 

ant 
would be sufficient and its weight would be the searched probability. Though not négli
geable this result has not a great practical interest : we don't know p, and besides we 
must not forget condition (Ci). So the choice of ant and consequently of a good sampling 
plan remain somewhat empirical. 
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4. APPIIC;T:T:S 
Many applications of this cade hare been made either to compute accidental sequence (Lanore J.M. 

- et al (8)) or to study crit ical state for safety or engineering purpose. 

Just to show an example let us define a system which is constituted of tM> independent A.C. 
power systems cat led 3. I f these system are both out of wort, then i t is possible to bring 
a O.C. Oiesel, called 0, within delayX . I f the f i r s t Diesel runs out of work then another 
one is brought within the sane delay"C • Such a system is described in f ig . 2. The cr i t ical 
state (2 7,2 J) is the one that Matters. Each component has constant failure rate i and repair 
rate u given in table I . 

TABLE I - Failure, repair rates and delay used in the co»outat1on. 

X R/h u * / h X D/h B 0 / h T h 

1.2 10*4 6.0 10"2 7.0 1 0 - 4 6.0 10*3 1 

We assume that the Olesels are started before being brought to the station. 

In such studies our method allows us to take account of delays in every situation. 

For this problem the probability of f i rs t v is i t in the failed state (27.23)1$ of the order of 
10 . Thanks to the result of 3.3.3. we can do the calculation and get the answer within 10 sec 
of IBM 3033. Several tests were made to have an idea of the number of histories necessary to 
have good estimators. The larger the importance, the greater the ntiaber of contributing histories 
1s, but the more different the weights are. As shown earlier the good importance seems to be 
of the order of I/p where p is the probability of f i rs t v is i t in the crit ical state. In this case 
about 20 000 histories are necessary to get the result with good accuracy. I f the choosen 
Importance is too low the number of interesting histories is also too low and to get good 
statistic we need to sample «any histories, say 100 000 to 200 000. On the contrary i f the 
choosen importance is too high al l histories lead to the failed state but there are two many 
contributions with different weights (so a too large variance). 

TABLE 2 - Critical time influence an probability of f i rs t v is i t in failed state. 

T/h 0 2 S 10 20 

V 7 5.48 
• * 

5.12 4.54 3.67 2.25 

In table 2 the probability to have f i rs t v is i t in the critical state is given and the probability 
that the failed state become critical after a given time T. This probability is down by a factor 
of I »hen T goes from 0 to 20 hours. 

î . CONCLU:; ION 

To compute availability or re l iabi l i ty of complex system the usual methods like fault-tree or 
Markov «re very powerful tools. 3ut even i f these methods raise up new studies about 3oolesn 

, algebra or regeneration theory, they suppose to be used some crude hypotheses which are not 
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often eet in real l i f e . 

For these reasons we have developped the 8IAF code, based on state simulation. This code gives 
•any informations l ike probability of f i rs t v is i t , probability to stay a defined tiee in the 
studied state I t allows us to take account of physical or tiee dependent reaction. 
By using biasing techniques I t allows us to deal with rare events. 

Nany iaproveeents are being studied l ike determination of a good variance, application to new 
situat ions. . . . . 
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Figure 1 - SUtt description of the tw component systea 

Figure 2 - State description 3/ * power suopiy system 
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